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Winter collaborates with the camera artist. Huskies on thi 
trail at Lake Placid, N. Y provide a prize-winning subject foi 
Samuel Falk of the New York Times in the exhibit of the Pres< 
Photographers' Association. 

Inverted horizon. 

I 
Impossible as it seems, 
Capt. A. R. Little of 
the Dartmouth ski 
team landed neatly on 

his skis in this somer- 

sault on the Canadian 
snows at Lac Beau- 

Wide World. 

Another stunter. Don't try stilt skating unless you're 
os good as Bert Taylor, Olympic team skater. Even Bert 
seems a little nervous on the Yosemite rink. 

Less annoying 
when given 
2-way relief 

at start 

r. 
ID GIVE ANYTHING TO 

RELIEVE THESE AWFUL 
ACHES AND PAINS-GET 
MYSELF SOME SLEEP 
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DIRECTIONS: 
Take 2 Bayer 
Tablets with a 

fall glass ef 
water. 
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HURTS LIKE BLAZES 
WHEN I SWALLOW 

I M HOARSE AS A FROG 

Crash 3 Bayer 
Tablets ia Vi 
glass ef water 
-gargle twice 
eveiy few bears. 

HAVE A TEMPERATURE 
TOO, THIS IS THE LAST 
TIME ILL BE CAUGHT 

^WITHOUT BAYER ASPIRIN 
► IN THE HOUSE 

If taiRparatara 
iaet aat go 4awa 
-if threat paias 
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The Simple Speedy Way To Ease Pain and Discomfort of Colds 
The speed with which Bayer 
tablets act in relieving the dis 
comfort of colds and ac- 

companying sore throat is ut- 

terly amazing and the 
treatment simple and pleasant. 
This is all you do. 

Take 2 Bayer Aspirin Tab 
lets internally, with a full glass 
of water then crush and dis 
solve three genuine BAYER 
ASPIRIN tablets in one third 
glass of water. Gargle with 
this mixture twice, holding 
your head well back. 

Th is medicinal gargle will 
act almost like a local anes 

thetic on the sore, irritated 
membrane of your throat. Pain 
eases promptly; rawness is re- 

lieved. 
And when you use this 

Bayer Aspirin treatment you 
are acting on medical experi 
ence. 

For, instead of unknown 
remedies you are using a 

remedy known to doctors 
throughout the world a daily 
stand by in millions of families. 

Use this way regularly to 
ease the pain of sore throat 
accompanying a cold. We be 
lieve your doctor will approve 

it. You will say it is remarkable. 
When you buy, see that you 

get genuine BAYER ASPIRIN 
by asking for it by its full name 
— “Bayer Aspirin” not the 
name “aspirin” alone. 
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